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Our History
Since 1938 Restonic has been an integral part of the bedding 

industry with a longstanding tradition of researching; developing 

and engineering the highest quality sleep products.

Restonic has been awarded the Consumer’s Digest Best Buy 

Award for Quality and Value a record eight times, and the 

Women’s Choice Award for Excellence in Brand Experience for 

the second consecutive year in a row.

Restonic is a major supplier to a number of well-known properties 

including Hyatt International, Intercontinental Hotel and Marriott 

International.

Our facility in Dubai is located in the Jebel Ali Industrial Estate 

with an area of 88,000 sq.ft. and is equipped with the latest state-

of-the art machinery with a production capacity of over 12,000 

units per month.

ADRIANA BED
LOVELAND PILLOW TOP MATTRESS
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After a good night’s sleep, there’s usually a

Good Morning After
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ROSE BED
VITAMINIC MEMORY FOAM MATTRESS
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BOSTON BED
LOVELAND PILLOW TOP MATTRESS

BIBLO BED
CRYSTAL PILLOW TOP MATTRESS



in the best of places

Happiness Can Be Found
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CASABLANCA BED
LOVELAND MATTRESS
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renewed and restored

Feel Relaxed, Recharged,
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HONEYMOON BED
HEALTHREST MATTRESS
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COLOGNE BED
TEMPAGEL MATTRESS

CASANOVA BED
CAMELOT PLUSH MATTRESS



found at last

Peace and Tranquility
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DIVISION BED
LOVELAND MATTRESS
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There’s nothing better than staying in bed

For Real Comfort
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KUBIC BED
CRYSTAL MATTRESS
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MILAN BED
LOVELAND MATTRESS

LAROSE BED
GOLD CROWN MATTRESS



Need a reason to

Stay in Bed Longer ? 
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NEW AGE BED
LATEX MATTRESS



It’s always a glorious morning after a

Blissful Night’s’ Sleep
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NEW YORK BED
CHAPELLE MATTRESS
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OPRAH ELEGANCE BED
CAMELOT PLUSH MATTRESS

OPRAH BED
BUCKINGHAM MATTRESS



Isn’t it time you felt like 

Sleeping on a Cloud ?
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PASSION BED
TEMPAGEL MATTRESS



Why not escape to your

Perfect  Comfort  Zone
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PARIS BED
SENSORA MATTRESS
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With new beginnings comes

New Dreams
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ROMA BED
LATEX MATTRESS
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ROCK STAR BED
XSTREAM AIR MATTRESS

MIRO BED
XSTREAM AIR MATTRESS



A well-spent day brings on a

Happy Sleep
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ROSE BED
CRYSTAL PILLOW TOP MATTRESS



so much

I Love my Bed
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ADRIANA BED
KIDZ TWILIGHT MATTRESS



 

The Signature Collection features Restonic’s Marvelous Middle individually wrapped coil, Restonic

TempaGel memory foam, gel-infused memory foam, natural latex and the all-new AIRFLOW™ Border.

XSTREAMAIR
A new breed of lightweight topper 

material provides unsurpassed air- 

flow and durability. Engineered for 

optimum weight savings, XstreamAir 

is the ultimate in breathability. It features Dryfeel open cell 

polyurethane foam for maximum air circulation in combination 

with a topper consisting of 100% latex.

SEVEN ZONE
Designed to give your body uniformed 

support. Each zone acts as a pressure 

ventilator that regulates your body 

temperature to experience a relaxing 

coolant effect from every corner. The feel-good effect keeps 

you healthy with a sound sleep and comfortable rising every 

morning.

Signature

AIRFLOW™ BORDER
The all-new AirFlow™ border allows 

your mattress to breathe and for you to 

get a refreshing nights sleep.

PULSE LATEX
Pulse latex is the softest latex foam ever 

made and excels on all comfort levels. 

It has the best ecological footprint in 

the entire cellular foam industry and 

designed to guarantee a perfectly restful and revitalising sleep.

EXCLUSIVE MARVELOUS 
MIDDLE™ CONSTRUCTION
Restonic does more in the center third 

than any other mattress, increasing body 

support, mattress durability and resiliency. 

Our ComfortCare mattresses concentrate more coils in the center 

third for 25% more support, preventing mattress sagging.

 

 

SUPEREDGE PLUS™

High-density foam surrounds the 

perimeter of the ComfortCare, inner- 

spring, giving you a 100% sleep surface 

and enhanced edge support without 

breaking down over time.
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OUTLAST TECHNOLOGY
A ComfortCare Signature mattress with outlast technology absorbs excess body heat, maintaining a balanced 
temperature. This revolutionary certified space technology reduces overheating and provides thermal 
compatibility with your partner, helping you sleep more soundly–without having to kick off the covers.

VALENCIA BED
HEALTHREST MATTRESS



QUALITY SLEEP

Better sleep begins with a better mattress.

You can avoid common sleep problems by choosing a mattress 

that suits your own specific needs and lifestyle.

Here are a few things to consider if you’re thinking of buying a 

new mattress:

•   Have your sleeping habits changed over the past few years?

•   Are you waking up with stiffness, aches or pains?

•   Have you enjoyed a better night’s sleep in another bed?

•   Has your lifestyle changed in the past few years?

With all the options available today, buying a new mattress can 

be a daunting experience. Do you buy a coil mattress, or do you 

go with Memory-foam or Latex? 

Maybe an airbed is the right choice, or perhaps a waterbed?

An adjustable bed might be the way to go, or, if space and 

flexibility are issues, then you might consider a futon. 

There is no “one-size-fits-all” when it comes to a mattress 

purchase. In fact, there are only two main factors to consider – 

Comfort and Support.

SUPPORT

Correct support is essential for a restful sleep.

A proper mattress will support your body at all points, eliminating 

sore neck, shoulders, back and other aches and pains associated 

with an uncomfortable sleep.

However, selecting the proper mattress is not the only way to 

ensure a good night’s sleep.

According to the National Sleep Foundation, you can take these 

simple steps to enhance your sleeping experience:

•  Maintain a regular sleeping and waking schedule.

•  Establish a relaxing bedtime routine, like reading or  

     listening to soothing music.

•  Keep your sleeping environment dark, quiet, comfortable 

     and cool.

•  Use your bedroom for sleep and intimate encounters only.

•  Do not eat for at least two or three hours prior to retiring.

•  Exercise regularly.

•  Avoid nicotine, caffeine and excessive alcohol intake close 

    to bedtime.

By following these simple suggestions and choosing the right sleep set:

 You can enjoy the benefits of a more restful, comfortable and satisfying sleep.

Made to Perfection
POCKET SPRING
The Restonic Pocket Spring collection features 

quality pocket spring units produced only with 

the finest quality wire and heat treated for rust 

proofing and stress relief. Each coil is constructed 

from 13½-gauge wire and the border rod is made 

of a heavy 6-gauge wire for superior strength.

BOX SPRING
For unrivalled strength and durability, the Restonic 

Box Spring is without doubt the finest commercial 

modular design.

WOOD FOUNDATION
A special frame is constructed from Kiln Dried 

Canadian Pine wood; free of splits, checks pitch, 

wane, bark and loose knots with a moisture 

content that’s less than 14%.
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CONSUMERS BEST BUY™ MULTIPLE AWARD WINNER
Restonic’s flagship ComfortCare collection features the marvelous middle - a consistent winner of 

the Consumer Digest Best Buy Award. The Best Buy seal and other licensed materials are registered 

certification marks and trademarks of Consumers Digest Communications LLC, used under license.
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Unlike the ordinary, our luxury Restonic beds are constructed with a Kiln Dried Canadian Pine wood frame base that can be used 

with a variety of bed leg choices.

Bed Legs

Code: SHB318
Colour: Chrome
Height: 90mm

Code: SH307
Colour: Black & Brown

Height: 78.5mm

Code: SHB318
Colour: Chrome
Height: 120mm

Code: SHB315
Colour: Chrome
Height: 120mm

Code: SHB313
Colour: Chrome & Black

Height: 100mm

Code: SH310
Colour: Black & Brown

Height: 107mm

Code: C046
Colour: Black & Brown

Height: 60mm

Code: C046
Colour: Black & Brown

Height: 60mm

What is

Natural Latex ?
Natural Latex is a milky white liquid substance, composed of 

rubber particles dispersed in water. This material is whipped 

with air to form foam, which is heated to produce foam rubber 

or latex. The soft, supple products of real foam rubber are what 

make our products superior. Latex is inherently hypoallergenic, 

anti-microbial and dust-mite resistant. Because it breathes 

to remove body moisture, it keeps you warmer in the winter 

and cooler in the summer. Latex is not a plastic foam, like 

polyurethane or furniture foam, it’s a denser product made of 

rubber to last a lifetime.

BENEFITS
Natural latex is hygienic and fresh.

The latex core breathes allowing body heat to evaporate easily.

It is comfortable from day one to the last day under demanding 
circumstances, intensive usage and heavy compression.

Natural latex is ideal to combine with adjustable beds; 
it follows the shape of the bed and doesn’t tear or break.

Natural latex provides a soft 
touch on the top and a firm 
support from the centre of 
the mattress.

Natural latex perfectly reflects 
the body shape, offering 
complete support.
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FEATURES
Always a fresh and comfortable feeling in bed.

Manages your body heat when it’s cool in the summer and warm
in the winter.

Always a good night’s sleep and a long product life.

The spine is kept straight and the body doesn’t sink.

Good for even blood flow and no tingling feeling.

Allows easy movement during 
sleep, hence less waking.

Supports even blood flow.

No hollows – even after years  



Restonic is the “GO TO” BRAND
for retailers who are looking for a bedding partner

who is MORE RESPONSIVE and
provides GREATER VALUE to them, because our

RETAILERS’ SUCCESS is our top priority.

RESTONIC LIMITED WARRANTY
We are pleased to warrant against defects in workmanship and 

material of the sleep set. In the unlikely event that service is 

required because of such defects after purchase, your Restonic 

mattress and/or foundation will be repaired or replaced

(at Restonic option).

5 years limited warranty against manufacturing defects. 

The warranty covers only the following items during normal wear:

MATTRESS
Wires that are loose, broken or protruding through fabric.

Sagging, only if the mattress has been continuously supported 

by a matching foundation (or equivalent) and used with an 

appropriate frame and center support, or a minimum of 5 cross 

slats with 3 concentrated in the third for queen and king sets.

Body impressions at least 1½” deep on both sides.

FOUNDATION
Broken or loose Modules

Compression or unstapling of Moducoils

Broken or loose grid top 

Splitting of the wood frame

Loose, bent of defective wood beams 

Sagging, but only when continuously supported with an 

appropriate frame with a rigid center support having at least 5 

legs or 5 cross slats for queen and king sets.

Terms and conditions apply

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Steps to ensure that your mattress remains an oasis of

comfort and luxury in your home.

OUR PARTNERS

Mattresses

Tips and Care
The care of your sleep set is an important step in enjoying restful, comfortable and healthy sleep. Like any piece of fine furniture, 

it will “perform” better and last longer if it’s properly maintained. Following the instructions provided by the mattress manufacturer 

is important, but you can also take on board these additional tips.
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Proper installation: Make sure your mattress and foundation are 

correctly installed. Improper installation can damage your sleep set. 

If you choose to install it yourself, ask store personnel for advice.

Use a protective pad: A good quality, washable mattress pad will 

keep your mattress free of dirt and stains.

Let it breathe: A new mattress and foundation should be left 

uncovered for a few hours so that any factory “odors” have a 

chance to dissipate.

Give it good support: Use a sturdy, solid bed frame. For larger 

mattress, like kings or queens, make sure they have adequate 

center support to keep them from breaking or sagging in the 

middle.

Don’t dry clean: Chemicals in dry cleaning may harm fabrics or 

underlying materials. We recommend vacuuming as the safest 

and most effective method of cleaning.

Don’t remove the tag: Although it is really not illegal to remove 

the tag, the label information serves as identification in case of 

warranty claims.

Your mattress is not a playground: Don’t let the kids use your 

mattress as a trampoline or a set of monkey bars.

Rough usage could cause damage to the interior construction.

No boards: Never put boards between the mattress and foundation. 

While a board may be a temporary solution to a loss of support, in 

the long run it will just make things worse. If you think you need a 

board, you probably need a new mattress instead.
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